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The competing values framework (CVF) formulated by Quinn and his colleagues was
developed to specify the criteria of organizational effectiveness and was later used to
study a wide range of organizational phenomena such as culture and change. We extend
this work by using structural equations modeling (LISREL) to (a) test the CVF and (b)
refine a scale that identifies the extent to which managers and other organizational con-
stituencies use the framework’s criteria to evaluate organizational effectiveness. Based
on a sample of 300 hospital managers and supervisors, with one exception, our results
support the CVF. Moreover, scores on the scale developed to measure the CVF criteria
yield excellent validity and reliability estimates.

A desire to identify the causes of organizational effectiveness has domi-
nated much of organizational research since its beginnings more than a cen-
tury ago (e.g., Fayol, 1916/1949; F. W. Taylor, 1911; Towne, 1886). Indeed,
the topic has been addressed in many prominent studies (Barnard, 1938;
Chandler, 1962; Hannan & Freeman, 1977a; Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967; Lik-
ert, 1961; Mayo, 1933; McGregor, 1960; Simon, 1947; Sloan, 1963; Trist &
Bamforth, 1951; Woodward, 1965) and continues to be addressed today (e.g.,
Collins & Porras, 1994). Although the attempt to solve the effectiveness puz-
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zle has generated tremendous creativity among management scholars and
practitioners, only recently have researchers made serious attempts to sys-
tematize formally organizational effectiveness criteria (Campbell, 1977;
Likert, 1961; Quinn & Rohrbaugh, 1983; J. C. Taylor & Bowers, 1974). The
most rigorous of these attempts has been the effort to develop the competing
values framework (CVF) (Quinn & Rohrbaugh, 1983).

Although originally developed to identify the structure among possible
criteria used to evaluate organizational effectiveness, the CVF has been
applied in a wide range of organizational research, including the investiga-
tion of organizational culture, leadership styles and effectiveness, organiza-
tional development, human resource development, and quality of life(Cam-
eron & Freeman, 1991; DiPadova & Faerman, 1993; Quinn & Kimberly, 1984;
Quinn & McGrath, 1985; Quinn & Spreitzer, 1991; Zammuto & Krakower,
1991). Other investigations have used the model as a basis for studying the
organizational lifecycle (Quinn & Cameron, 1983), the compatibility of
organizational culture and strategy (Bluedorn & Lundgren, 1993), the effec-
tiveness of management information systems (Cooper & Quinn, 1993),
employee involvement (McGraw, 1993), organizational communication
(Rogers & Hildebrandt, 1993), and organizational transformations
(Hooijberg & Petrock, 1993). Thus, the CVF has a wide range of issues in
contemporary organizational research and is a valuable tool for making sense
of the often confusing organizational effectiveness topic.

To operationalize the CVF, Quinn and Spreitzer (1991) developed a mea-
surement scale for the CVF and reported its psychometric properties. Build-
ing on this work, the present study uses a structural equations modeling
approach to assess the structure of the CVF and to investigate the structural
relationships between the four latent constructs of the CVF, namely, human
relations, open systems, rational goal, and internal process values.

The Competing Values Framework

Initial work on the CVF began as an attempt to identify the criteria manag-
ers and academic researchers use when they evaluate organizational effec-
tiveness. Based on data provided by a panel of organizational experts, Quinn
and Rohrbaugh (1983) used multidimensional scaling to uncover the basic
value dimensions underlying conceptualizations of organizational effective-
ness. The resulting spatial model of organizational effectiveness depicted
three superordinate value continua: flexibility-control (F/C), internal-
external (I/E), and means-ends (M/E) (Quinn & Rohrbaugh, 1983). Quinn
(1988) showed that two of these superordinate continua, control-flexibility
and internal-external, were sufficient to describe the effectiveness construct.

The F/C continuum represents the way organizations handle their internal
components while simultaneously meeting the external challenges of com-
petition, adaptation, and growth. For example, the turbulent changes in the
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health care environment have triggered massive internal reorganizations in
many health care organizations in the United States. The I/E continuum rep-
resents how well the organization manages the demands for change arising
from its environment while simultaneously maintaining continuity. For
example, a health care organization must align environmentally induced
structural changes with its mission—its reason for being. Thus, in responding
to demands from the organization’s environment, all structural changes must
contribute to the organization’s ability to achieve its mission and to increase
its effectiveness.

When the two superordinate continua are brought together, as shown in
Figure 1, four quadrants result. These have been named thehuman relations,
open systems, rational goal, andinternal processquadrants. The competing
values literature suggests that the content of these quadrants reflects the pri-
mary value orientations of most organizations. From the perspective of struc-
tural equation modeling (SEM), these four quadrants constitute the latent
variable dimensions of the effectiveness construct in the CVF of organiza-
tional effectiveness.

The four dimensions represent underlying values that guide organiza-
tions’ environmental management and internal integration. These dimen-
sions are not mutually exclusive; every organization expresses each dimen-
sion to some degree, yet most organizations emphasize some of these
dimensions more than others (Quinn & Cameron, 1983; Zammuto & Krakower,
1991). For example, organizations that emphasize trust and belongingness
tend to be dominant in the human relations quadrant. The leadership style in
such organizations reflects teamwork, participation, empowerment, and con-
cern for employee ideas. Organizations that stress adaptation to the external
environment tend to be dominant on the open systems dimension. Leaders in
these organizations value and support strategies of flexibility, growth, inno-
vation, and creativity. Organizations that emphasize efficiency, performance,
task focus, and goal clarity tend to be dominant on the rational goal dimen-
sion. Leaders of these organizations value a task focus and goal clarity
because they believe these values support efficiency and productivity.
Finally, internal process organizations stress routinization, centralization,
control, stability, continuity, and order. Employees are rewarded for obeying
the rules, and leaders measure and document various aspects of work, believ-
ing that routinization and formalization lead to stability, order, and continuity
(Quinn, Faerman, Thompson, & McGrath, 1990).

The Measurement Model of
Organizational Effectiveness Criteria

The four latent dimensions of the organizational effectiveness con-
struct—human relations, open systems, rational goal, and internal process
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values—were tested by Quinn and Spreitzer (1991) in a sample of 796 execu-
tives from 86 public utility firms located in the United States. The psycho-
metric properties of the subscales designed to measure each of the four
dimensions were assessed in two separate analyses: a multitrait-multimethod
analysis and a multidimensional scaling analysis. The multitrait-
multimethod analysis was carried out by comparing the results from two
types of competing values scales: a Likert-type scale and an ipsative scale.
Data from both of these scales were used to establish convergent and dis-
criminant validity estimates. Convergent validity was established by show-
ing that scale scores from the same competing values quadrant (e.g., human
relations and open systems) had correlations significantly greater than zero
and of moderate magnitude. Discriminant validity was established by dem-
onstrating that scale scores from the same quadrant (e.g., human relations
and open systems) correlated more highly with each other than they did with
scale scores from different quadrants measured by separate methods. Analy-
ses also showed that scale scores from the same quadrant (e.g., human rela-
tions and rational goal) correlated more highly with each other than they did
with scale scores from different quadrants measured with the same method.
Multidimensional scaling also supported the measurement model. In addi-
tion, spatial mapping provided nomological support for the model’s hypothe-
sized relationships.
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Figure 1. The competing values framework of organizational effectiveness.
Note. Figure is adapted with permission from “The competing values framework: Effectiveness criteria”
(Quinn, 1988).



In developing a triangulation strategy for scale development, and more
important, for assessing the validity of the measurements of the competing
values model itself, the CVF’s developers employed several different
approaches (multitrait-multimethod matrices, multidimensional scaling,
etc.), but they never used one of the most powerful techniques of all: SEM.
Indeed, no study to date has specifically tested the structure of the CVF by
using SEM.

The most significant advantage of SEM over many other validation tools
is that the variables under investigation can be empirically purged ofmea-
surement error. Techniques that fail to do this, including the multitrait-
multimethod matrices and multidimensional scaling, simply set such errors
to zero and assume perfect measurement, which is an assumption for psycho-
metric scales that never occurs empirically and thus represents a significant
specification error. Due to this error, the standard errors of the estimates will
not correctly reflect the degree of measurement error.

A Structural Equations Modeling Approach

The present study uses an SEM approach to test the CVF’s viability. The
CVF suggests that each latent dimension of the organizational effectiveness
construct shares varying degrees of the two superordinate value continua:
F/C and I/E orientation. Conceptually, the distinctive feature of each latent
dimension is the unique ratio in which F/C and I/E continua are operating in
each dimension. For example, the human relations and open systems dimen-
sions share the value of flexibility; the open systems and rational goal dimen-
sions share an emphasis on an external orientation; the rational goal and inter-
nal process dimensions have a common emphasis on control; and the internal
process and human relations dimensions share the value of an internal focus
(see Figure 1). Such a conceptualization suggests that the CVF dimensions
that share the two superordinate continua (i.e., F/C and I/E) are not orthogo-
nal. Accordingly, we expected the dimensions that share a common super-
ordinate value to have correlations significantly greater than zero and to be of
moderate magnitude, as follows.

Hypothesis 1:The correlation between the CVF latent constructs human relations
and open systems values will be greater than zero, positive, and of moderate
magnitude.

Hypothesis 2:The correlation between the CVF latent constructs open systems
and rational goal values will be greater than zero, positive, and of moderate
magnitude.

Hypothesis 3:The correlation between the CVF latent constructs rational goal and
internal process values will be greater than zero, positive, and of moderate
magnitude.

Hypothesis 4:. The correlation between the CVF latent constructs internal pro-
cess and human relations values will be greater than zero, positive, and of
moderate magnitude.
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The CVF also assumes that two pairs of the latent dimensions located in
opposite quadrants do not share any common superordinate values (i.e., F/C
or I/E orientation). For instance, the human relations dimension (high flexi-
bility combined with high internal orientation) has no superordinate value in
common with the rational goal dimension (high level of control combined
with high external orientation). Therefore, we expected the relationship be-
tween human relations and rational goal dimensions to be orthogonal (i.e.,
zero correlations). Similarly, the internal process dimension (high level of
control and internal orientation) and the open systems dimension (high flexi-
bility combined with high external orientation) have no superordinate values
in common. So, we expected zero correlations between internal process and
open systems dimensions. Thus, we hypothesized:

Hypothesis 5:The correlation between the CVF latent constructs human relations
and rational goal values will be zero or close to zero.

Hypothesis 6:The correlation between the CVF latent constructs internal process
and open systems values will be zero or close to zero.

It should be noted that these hypothesized relationships (i.e., Hypotheses
1-6) exist within the structure of a theoretical framework (i.e., CVF); there-
fore, the viability of the theoretical framework itself should be tested. Thus,
before examining the specified relationships between latent constructs, the
overall fit of the theoretical framework was tested first. Evidence for the over-
all fit of a theoretical model is provided by a statistically nonsignificant chi-
square value and other goodness-of-fit measures. Hence, we hypothesized:

Hypothesis 7:As indicated by chi-square tests and several goodness-of-fit in-
dexes, there will be a good overall fit of the CVF to the data in hand as depicted
in Figure 2.

Method

Sample

We collected data from 300 managers and supervisors employed by amulti-
hospital system located in a large city in the midwestern United States. The
managers completed questionnaires during work hours in a quiet classroom
that each hospital provided on its premises. Participation in the study was
voluntary, and the managers and supervisors were assured confidentiality of
their responses. The sample consisted of 15 top managers (5%), 156 middle
managers (52%), and 129 supervisors (43%). The overall response rate was
nearly 90%. Of the sample, 79% was female, and the average age was 40
years.
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Instrumentation

We used a slightly modified version of the original 16-item scale devel-
oped by Quinn and Spreitzer (1991). Like the original scale, the modified
version used four items to measure each competing values dimension. How-
ever, certain changes in the original scale wording were made to tap more
closely the four latent constructs being measured. The modified 16-item
competing values scale, divided into the four subscales used in the present
study, is provided in Table 1 and Figure 2. A common 7-point response for-
mat, ranging from 1 (not valued at all) to 7 (highly valued) was used for all 16
scale items.

Analytic Procedures

In SEM using ordinal variables, estimation using weighted least squares
(WLS) is more efficient than maximum likelihood estimation, and the chi-
square and standard errors are correct (Aish & Jöreskog, 1990). The WLS
procedure is also the least biased and most consistent estimator for models
with ordinal variables (Bollen, 1989). The polychoric correlation matrix is
the most appropriate correlation matrix for WLS estimation. With this tech-
nique, each variable’s individual values are weighted by the inverse of the
asymptotic covariance matrix to minimize the sum of squared deviations of
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Figure 2. Hypothesized competing values measurement model of organizational effectiveness.
Note. Rectangles represent observed variables, and ellipses represent latent constructs. Curved double-headed
arrows indicate correlations between latent constructs. The hypothesized model is derived from Quinn (1988),
Quinn and Spreitzer (1991), and other competing values model literature.



the sample from the population. Consequently, it is necessary to calculate the
asymptotic covariance matrix in addition to the polychoric correlation
matrix.

One of the assumptions of WLS estimation is that the ordinal variables
have an underlying normal distribution (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1988). It is
therefore necessary to test the underlying normality of the polychoric corre-
lations before proceeding to estimate the measurement model. Muthen
(1993) points out that this step too often is ignored in confirmatory factor
analyses with ordinal data. The PRELIS (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1993) pro-
gram calculates and stores the polychoric correlation matrix, provides a test
of the underlying bivariate normality of each polychoric correlation, and cal-
culates and stores the asymptotic covariance matrix. If less than 5% of the
bivariate correlations violate the assumption of bivariate normality, then esti-
mation using WLS is appropriate (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1988).

Structural equation techniques allow us to specify the number of dimen-
sions (factors) in a model as well as the items expected to associate with each
dimension. The paths from one latent variable to the indicators of another are
constrained to equal zero (Bollen, 1989). These hypothesized relationships
can be tested empirically for goodness of fit. The chi-square fit statistic and
several other goodness-of-fit indexes summarize the degree of correspon-
dence between the implied and observed covariance matrices, which is a dis-
tinct advantage of the SEM method over other methods that have been used in
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Table 1
Modified Competing Values Scales of Organizational Effectiveness

Dimension Item Number Item Description R2

Internal process 1 Predictable outcomes .50
Internal process 2 Stability and continuity .55
Internal process 3 Order .63
Internal process 4 Dependability and reliability .50
Open systems 5 Innovation and change .55
Open systems 6 Creative problem solving .75
Open systems 7 Decentralization .48
Open systems 8 New ideas .67
Human relations 9 Participation and open discussion .73
Human relations 10 Employee concerns and ideas .84
Human relations 11 Human relations, teamwork, and cohesion .66
Human relations 12 Morale .66
Rational goal 13 Outcome excellence and quality .59
Rational goal 14 Getting the job done .55
Rational goal 15 Goal achievement .56
Rational goal 16 Doing one’s best .59

Note. R
2
provides a direct index of the performance of each item in the subscale. AnR

2
of .49 corresponds to a

coefficient alpha of .70.



the past to assess the adequacy of the CVF. Although the appropriateness of a
common-factor model and even the number of factors comprising it can
never be assessed definitively (Kim & Mueller, 1978), structural equation
techniques can increase our confidence that the model is consistent with the
true population parameters. We tested the hypothesized measurement model
using PRELIS version 2.03 and LISREL version 8.03 (Jöreskog & Sörbom,
1993).

Results

Tests in PRELIS yielded an acceptable number of underlying bivariate
normal distributions (95%) to meet the assumptions of WLS (Jöreskog &
Sörbom, 1988). For purposes of comparison, Cronbach’s (1951) alphas were
calculated for scores on the internal process dimension (.80), the open sys-
tems dimension (.83), the rational goal dimension (.83), and the human rela-
tions dimension (.90). These coefficients compared favorably to those
reported by Quinn and Spreitzer (1991): internal process (.77), open systems
(.81), rational goal (.78), and human relations (.84). They also exceed the four
corresponding alpha values reported for scores on four ad hoc scales
employed in a recent competing values study conducted by Buenger, Daft,
Conlon, and Austin (1996).

Table 1 presents the individual item score reliabilities as reflected in the
squared multiple correlations for each item (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1993). The
squared multiple correlations (R2s) provide a direct index of item perform-
ance for each factor. Like traditional measures of reliability, values range
from 0 to 1, with large numbers indicating higher reliability. Unlike tradi-
tional measures of reliability, theR2 represent the proportion of variance
explained in each item by its corresponding factor. An approximation to the
alpha reliability coefficient is attained by taking the square root of theR2.
Thus, anR2 of .49 corresponds to a coefficient alpha of .70. Table 1 shows that
R2s for the four items measuring the internal process dimension ranged from
.50 to .63, those for items measuring the open systems dimension ranged
from .48 to .75, those for items measuring the human relations dimension
ranged from .66 to .84, and those for rational goal items ranged from .55 to
.59.R2 values for all items included in the model met or exceeded .48, which
corresponds to a minimum coefficient alpha of .69. Hence, a substantial por-
tion of the variability in each indicator is accounted for by the latent variable
factor, which provides a solid foundation for testing the hypothesized mea-
surement model.

We then tested the measurement model depicted in Figure 2. We obtained
evidence of a good fit for the proposed measurement model (see Figure 2): a
chi-square of 111.14 (p= .19,df= 99). All expected paths (see Figure 2) in the
model were left unconstrained and estimated freely. The chi-square value of
111.14 is a measure of how well the model fits the data overall. It provides a
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measure of the discrepancy between the sample covariance matrix (available
from the first author on request) and the fitted covariance matrix. Note that
the chi-square is a badness-of-fit measure in the sense that a small chi-square
value corresponds to a good fit and a large chi-square to a bad fit.

Jöreskog and Sörbom (1993) point out that the use of chi-square is based
on the assumption that the model holds exactly in the population, which may
not be a reasonable assumption. A consequence of this assumption is that
models that hold approximately in the population will be rejected in large
samples. Browne and Cudeck (1993) suggest using Steiger’s (1990) Root
Mean Square of Approximation (RMSEA) and the 90% confidence interval
of the RMSEA as a measure of discrepancy per degree of freedom. Browne
and Cudeck (1993) further suggest that an RMSEA of .05 indicates a close fit,
and values up to .08 represent a reasonable upper limit for the confidence
interval. In the present study, we obtained an RMSEA of .02 and a 90% confi-
dence interval upper limit for RMSEA of .04. Both these fit statistics indicate
that the theoretical model fits the data well.

LISREL 8.03 provides several other fit statistics, from which we selected
the goodness-of-fit index (GFI), the comparative fit index (CFI), and the
incremental fit index (IFI), as recommended by Hoyle and Panter (1995).
These fit statistics measure how much better the model fits as compared to a
baseline model, usually the “independence” model (Jöreskog & Sörbom,
1993, p.B124). These indexes range between 0 and 1, and values close to 1
indicate better model fit. For the present model, the fit statistics for these
measures are: GFI = .98; CFI = 1.00; and IFI = 1.00. These fit statistics indi-
cate that the model fits the data well.

Figure 3 presents the model’s parameter estimates. The parameters (the
numbers shown in Figure 3 on the arrows from the latent constructs to the
indicators) are consistently large (> .70). These coefficients are also large rela-
tive to their error variances, with each being approximately twice the size of
its error variance. Moreover, we found no correlations between error terms,
which is important substantively considering that correlated error terms indi-
cate specification error (Rubio & Gillespie, 1995) and the possibility of
unmeasured variable(s) affecting the results. Although specification error
cannot be ruled out entirely, it is less likely if error terms do not correlate. The
results presented in Figure 3 indicate a good fitting measurement model that
specifies the four dimensions of the competing values model.

We had hypothesized four positive correlations between latent constructs:
between the open systems and rational goal dimensions, between the rational
goal and internal process dimensions, between the internal process and
human relations dimensions, and between the human relations and open sys-
tems dimensions. Our data supported all four of these positive relationships.
Figure 3 shows statistically significant positive correlations ranging from .14
to .23 between all four pairs of latent variables, as hypothesized, although
these values are relatively small.
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We had hypothesized no statistically significant relationships (zero corre-
lations) between latent constructs located in the two opposite quadrants,
namely, between the open systems and internal process dimensions and
between the human relations and rational goal dimensions. Our data sup-
ported one of these hypotheses, namely, the zero correlation between the
human relations and rational goal dimensions, as represented by the lack of a
curved arrow and coefficient between the human relations and rational goal
dimensions in Figure 3. (The actual correlation wasr = .002,ns) However,
our data failed to support the hypothesized zero correlation between the open
systems and internal process dimensions (r = .73), a problematic finding in
this study that we address in the next section.

Discussion

Although there has been previous evidence to support the CVF using
two other approaches, namely multitrait-multimethod analysis andmulti-
dimensional scaling (Quinn & Spreitzer, 1991), the present study contributes
to the literature by adding a third methodology, namely, SEM. We believe
that if the results support the model, a triangulation strategy increases the
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Figure 3. Results of a structural equation test of the competing values model of organizational
effectiveness.

Note. The numbers shown in the diagram, from left to right, are as follows: (a) standardized error term, (b) va-
lidity (path) coefficients of indicators, and (c) correlations between latent constructs. No statistically signifi-
cant correlation (r = .002,ns) was obtained between the human relations and rational goal latent constructs, so
it is not depicted in the diagram.



confidence we have in the numerous studies that have used the CVF to inves-
tigate multiple organizational phenomena.

Our results using SEM supported the four-factor structure of the CVF
itself. Support for this conclusion was obtained from the statistically nonsig-
nificant chi-square value of 111.14 (p = .19,df = 99) and several goodness-
of-fit values (GFI = .98, CFI = 1.00, IFI = 1.00) indicative of good fit for the
proposed CVF theoretical model with the managers’ data. Furthermore, five
out of six hypothesized correlations between latent constructs of the CVF
were supported. However, one correlation, that between internal process and
open systems, was not (see Figure 3). Overall, these results represent general
support for the CVF using SEM. In addition, the present study refines further
the measurement instrument developed by Quinn and Spreitzer (1991). Thus,
our test of the competing values model and a refined operationalization of it
was very successful—with the exception of one finding, which we discuss
next.

The expected zero correlation between the open systems and internal
process dimensions was not supported in our data. However, there are a
number of explanations for this apparently contradictory finding. At the time
the study was undertaken, the American health care industry was in the throes
of turbulent change, and managers involved in the present study were con-
scious of the rapid changes occurring in their institution as well as in the
health care industry. Many health care organizations such as the one we stud-
ied became proactive in response to anticipated changes in their environ-
ments, often by initiating innovative structural changes (Shortell, Morrison, &
Friedman, 1990). It is possible that in times of turbulent change, managers
perceive the inherent paradox that stability and order (internal process val-
ues) may be possible only through innovative and creative problem solving
and by embracing new ideas (open systems values). It is inaccurate to charac-
terize these organizations as open systems to the exclusion of internal process
concerns. A more accurate description of this phenomenon suggests that
these organizations are in fact both dynamic and stable—both open system
and internal process forces are present in such organizations. Indeed, the pos-
sibility of organizations emphasizing multiple effectiveness criteria simulta-
neously, including such apparently contradictory factors as the internal
process and open systems criteria, is a paradox inherent in the CVF (Quinn,
1988; Quinn & Kimberly, 1984; Quinn & McGrath, 1985) and one of the
framework’s great strengths. Recent research (Zammuto & Krakower, 1991)
has found empirical evidence of organizations simultaneously emphasizing
multiple competing values model effectiveness criteria, including the inter-
nal process and open systems criteria. Indeed, similar to our results, Buenger
et al. (1996) recently reported a statistically significant positive relationship
between internal process and open systems values in a study of employees at
U.S. Air Force bases.
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Our data show that organizational effectiveness is a multidimensional
construct comprising multiple criteria; thus, we cannot measure the effec-
tiveness construct with a single scale. The results of the present study support
a conceptualization of organizational effectiveness based on the four dimen-
sions of the competing values model (Quinn & Rohrbaugh, 1983; Quinn &
Spreitzer, 1991). These four dimensions—open systems, rational goal, inter-
nal process, and human relations—may be used individually or together as
distinct dimensions of effectiveness, but it is essential to think of the organ-
izational effectiveness construct as consisting of four distinct variables
instead of one. The relatively small correlations between these latent vari-
ables suggest that we would seriously compromise accuracy if we combined
these subscales into a single omnibus effectiveness factor.

Incidentally, we tested the argument that organizational effectiveness is a
multidimensional construct by examining a second-order factor structure for
the competing values measurement model. We estimated this model by
specifying the multidimensional effectiveness construct as a function of the
internal process, open systems, human relations, and rational goal dimen-
sions. This model did not adequately fit the data. The chi-square was statisti-
cally significant, 160.73 (p < .01, df = 50), and the RMSEA was .08.
Although the path coefficients (second order) for the internal process and
open systems dimensions were .97 and .76, respectively, those for the human
relations and rational goal factors were negligible (human relations = .19,
rational goal = .19).

Researchers interested in a variety of organizational phenomena face an
intriguing set of questions, which we again illustrate with examples drawn
from the organizational effectiveness domain. First and most general, in what
way is the profile of effectiveness criteria emphasized by an organization’s
management related to many of the effectiveness indicators identified by
Campbell (1977) and other effectiveness researchers? Does emphasizing the
open systems criterion actually result in more new ideas, products, and ser-
vices? Does emphasizing the human relations criterion result in higher
morale and lower employee turnover? Is a rational goal emphasis associated
with higher quality and higher profits? Is an internal process emphasis asso-
ciated with accurate records and on-time delivery of goods and services? As
intuitively plausible as these questions sound, the voluminous literature on
goal setting (an effectiveness criterion being similar to a goal in many ways)
indicates that the mere existence of a goal does not mean that any progress
will be made toward attaining that goal (Locke & Latham, 1990). Only if the
goal has the proper characteristics (e.g., having a deadline and being specifi-
cally stated) is it likely to be associated with progress toward its attainment.
Similarly, the isomorphism implied between effectiveness criteria and their
logically related organizational outcomes may only be necessary, rather than
sufficient, conditions for progress in attaining any of the outcomes.
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The question of what causes one organization to be more effective than
another is as old as organizational research itself (Lewin & Minton, 1986).
This question provides new insights every time it is posed and investigated in
particular settings or with particular methodologies (e.g., Chandler, 1962;
Hannan & Freeman, 1977b; Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967), and the potential for
achieving new insights through the application of SEM is vast. The general
support we obtained for the CVF provides one example of this potential.
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